Demand More for Your Mission-Critical Trading

Access the future of trading infrastructure, connectivity and market data, to drive agility, reliability and a global competitive edge.

TNS has a strong foundation as an Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) provider to financial market participants. Delivered as a fully managed service, TNS provides an unrivalled mission-critical footprint that mitigates business risks and drives greater efficiencies. Be it ultra-low latency connectivity, global market data or high-touch 24x7x365 local support, TNS is trusted by noted financial services firms around the world.

About Us

Trade First
TNS introduced the first globally available ultra-low latency Layer 1 connectivity solution; combined with global market data, TNS provides unmatched exchange connectivity that delivers optimum performance and speed.

- Ultra-low latency connectivity that’s 10X faster than conventional Layer 3 solutions
- Lowest commercially available latencies, between 5ns-85ns
- In colocation managed hosting options

Trade Everywhere
Ensure international reach through our established and highly resilient worldwide network that has already facilitated growth for over 1,000 Financial Markets clients.

- Connectivity to 140+ exchanges globally
- 5,000 secure extranet endpoints
- Managed hosting in all key financial data centers

Trade Supported
Traverse the complexities of running a multi-geographical presence with our widely regarded managed-service options and our assurance of client equality.

- 24x7x365 follow-the-sun customer support
- Technology, data and exchange expertise
- A global and physical native-speaking support presence
Be Efficient
Leverage our recognized market stability, flexibility and scale, to build a variable and cost-effective footprint that grows with you.

- Fully managed Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS)
- Always-competitive pricing assurance
- Ever-evolving trading technology services

Be Assured
Have peace of mind in our extensive 20+ years of industry presence and experience, as well as our ongoing commitment to the market through continual investment.

- Future-proofing of global infrastructure
- Innovation of processes and offerings
- Financial strength and resilience

Be Empowered
Navigate the plethora of financial technology providers and guarantee best-in-class solutions by utilizing our broad vendor knowledge and trusted partnerships.

- Active relationships with market leaders
- New entrant research, evaluation and adoption
- Tailored engagement to suit your requirements

Financial Markets

Connectivity
- Xtranet
- WAN Connectivity
- Public Cloud
- Direct Order Routing

Market Data
- Capture
- Market Data
- VORaaS

Infrastructure
- Hosting
- Layer 1
- Date Center Services
- Procurement

Trading Solutions*
- Capture
- Pre-Trade Risk
- EMS/OMS

To learn more about TNS Financial Markets solutions, contact a sales executive.

financial@tnsi.com
tnsi.com